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Von abgemeldet

Chapter 1

Sasuke-kun: Hello and welcome to my fan fiction ^_^ our guest hosts are…Naruto and
Sakura a.k.a. my friends (Naruto=Jamie, Sakura=Gayle) this story is written by yours
truly Sasuke-kun a.k.a. me (Sasuke-kun=Nerina) <D And-----
Naruto: Shut up already!!! Sasuke was just leaving….Now it’s time for the real writer
to talk My---
Sakura: Naruto you didn’t write this Sasuke-kun did!
Naruto: Yes I did!!
Sakura: Then what is it about.
Naruto: …
Sakura: Yeah that’s what I thought.
Sasuke: Naruto you BAKA...Anyway the story is about KH2 the fight you never knew
about…Their goal is to save Kairi who has been kidnapped by a Heartless and here
Sora and Riku come to her rescue *hero music* .This will be in chapters also.
Naruto: Yeah…yeah…can we read the story now or what….no one wants to here you
talk…
Sakura: Naruto you---
Sasuke: No she’s right it’s time to read…..THE LAST FIGHT!!!! Chapter 1!!!!
Naruto: I’ll go get the popcorn!

______________________________________________________________________

  The Last
  Fight

  By
  Sasuke-kun

Sora, Riku, King Mickey, Donald and Goofy were in Castle oblivion, in a huge Hallway
filled with Heartless as far as the eye could see.
Sora hurled his keyblade at 10 Heartless which sent them into the air. The heartless
crashed into the ground and shattered releasing their tainted hearts.
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Sora quickly summoned back his keyblade and continued to destroy the merciless
heartless.
“Thunderga!!!” He yelled as an enormous bolt of lightning obliterated more than 20
heartless. King Mickey wasn’t very far away from Sora; the King used his golden
keyblade to slice through a few Heartless, yet the massive numbers of heartless
seemed to emerge from the darkened floor. Donald and Goofy were plowing their
way through the Heartless leaving nothing but their hearts. ”Blizzard!!!” Donald yelled
as 6 Heartless were frozen solid.
“Hey Sora I bet I can kill more Heartless than you!!!!” Riku shouted from far away but
Sora still heard him “I’ll take that bet Riku!!!” Sora said taking on the challenge.
Both Sora and Riku began to count, they would shout out a number every time they
killed a Heartless, Sora began.
“One!!!!” Sora had tossed his keyblade at more than five heartless yet he only
managed
To destroy one.
Riku leaped into the air and came crashing to the ground digging his keyblade into the
once clean floors. He yelled “light!!” as huge bolts of light engulfed a certain part of
the hall destroying less than 20 Heartless
Then quickly yelled out “18!.”
Sora jumped over more than 10 Heartless and landed lightly his feet, next to Riku
“Hey you cheated!!” he said looking at Riku in rile, “You can’t use magic!!”
“Who said?!” Riku said in reply.
“I said it!”
“And who are you!!!” He said with a smirk.
“The one who saved the WORLD!!” Sora said with an awesome comes back.
Riku ignored Sora and continued fighting off the Heartless Sora did the same.

Some where higher in the castle.
Kairi sat in a chair horrified for what she saw was EVIL and evil looked back at her…
“W…W…Wha...t….d-…do…yo...you…w…w…wan…t…w...w…with….m..m..m…me….
???” Kairi struggled to say over her bounding heart.
This thing it didn’t even seem to be a Heartless it had the appearance of a shadow
with blood red eyes, it seemed to have no teeth but only the outline of vicious fangs,
its claws looked as if you could throw a car at them and on impact it would shred as if
it were merely sheets paper.
You could only describe this demon as a Nightmare’s...nightmare. How could a
Heartless have gotten such a powerful heart or how many hearts could it have
collected?
This Demon answered Kairi and said “I…i….i…h…have…no…use….for…you….I…i…
w…want….his….heart….heheh…heheh….heheheh…..”
It then disappeared into the floor to being it’s hunt for “his” heart.

The end of chapter 1

Naruto: That was awesome!!!!!!!
Sasuke: Of course it was I wrote it.
Sakura: It was great I can’t wait to see what happens next.
Naruto: Alright well I gotta go BYE!!!
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Sakura: Me too seeya Sasuke-kun!!
Sasuke: Well I have school so it might be a while until the next chapter but then again
it might not so BYE HOPE YOU ENJOYED THE 1ST CHAPTER!!!!
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